
Cable drum trailer TA-NO 2700kg DRUM
2700 

  

Product price:  

4,474.21 €  
      

  

Product short description:  

Internal dimension (cm): 300 x 174 x 160

Capacity: 2040 kg

DMC Min: 1500 kg

DMC Max: 2700 kg

  

Product description:  

A trailer with excellent traction properties. Ready for heavy duty in even the most
demanding conditions.
TA-NO special trailers are the best choice whenever availability is the key. And if you
add our service solutions to this, you are provided with everything you need to deal



with the task at hand, under any conditions.
This flexible, special trailer used in transport of cable drums will be a delight to even
the most demanding users. Its technical solutions are inspired by sublime needs of
the users. Everything is well-thought, harmonious and ergonomic

Advantages 

- A robust rope winch with an automatic brake

- Blocks to the winch rope x 3 (easy coiling)

- Platforms integrated with mudguards

- Reinforced front beam  with a grille

- Beam catcher

- catchers - bearings - the pipe does not stripped off

- certified thick-walled pipe

- Lack of a standard lighting beam

- height of the stand

- adjustable position on the stand

Standard equipment
2 braked axles 2x1350kg

Braking device 2700kg

Stable and welded construction with V-drawbar

All frame parts are hot dip galvanized in the immersion bath and therefore corrosion
resistant



Tires 185R14C

Supports for stabilizing the trailer during loading

Platforms integrated with fenders

Anti-slip surface - simplified loading of drums

Strong winch with automatic brake with a system of rollers on ball bearings for
smoother operation

Shock absorber for supporting the transport stand during loading

Automatic support wheel

No lighting bar, which doubles the loading time of the drum

Wheel chocks 2 pieces

 

Information:
Added specification on the website came from producers and distributors pages,
despite the effort while we add them, they could have some mistakes. Descriptions
and photos are not basis for claims from our company. If you found some mistakes in
our description, please let us know to e-mail address sklep@mazzo.pl
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